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Content

- Symbol table

- Visitor pattern

- Example of symbol table generation with visitor pattern apply to AST
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Symbol Table
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What is a symbol table?

Symbol table is an important data structure used for scope manage, variable verification, type 

checking and code generation ……..etc

- Why we can’t assign an integer value to an string variable?

- Why we can’t access variable declared in different scope?

- Why we know how many memory we need to allocate for a declared variable?

- … …   

Because we have symbol table! What kind of information we should store in a symbol table?
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How a symbol table looks like?

Top Level

Note: forget about the offset so far, will introduce in the next assignment 5



Secondary Level
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Third Level
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Visitor Pattern
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Design Pattern

Design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring  problem when we design 

a software.

One fact is that without design pattern, we can still write code and it may work properly but 

with design pattern we can write more reusable, maintainable, robustic code.

Design pattern is something existing in the world not being invented by anyone but it becomes 

popular after “GoF ” publish their book which conclude total 23 patterns.

Visitor pattern is one of these 23 cataloged into behavioral pattern.
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Visitor Pattern

It should be possible to define a new operation for (some) classes of an object structure without 

changing the classes.

When new operations are needed frequently (visit node in the AST) and the object structure 

consists of many unrelated classes, it's inflexible to add new subclasses each time a new 

operation is required.

Sum up the demand up (for the project)

1. Want to visit the AST nodes for different purpose (execute different operation on the same node)
2. Don’t want to change the structure of the AST Node (hard to maintain, easy to mess up)
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Visitor Pattern
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Visitor Pattern
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Visitor Pattern

Theoretical Level

- Visitor
- ConcreteVisitor

- Element
- ConreteElement

Map to our project

- Visitor
- SymbolTableGeneratoinVisitor
- TypeCheckingVisitor
- CodeGenerationVisitor

- AstNode
- ProgNode
- ClassNode
- ………...
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Example
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Useful facts

According to our grammar given in assignment 2:

1. All classes must be declared before the main function (“program” function)

2. All functions (both free functions and member functions) must be defined before the main 

function and after the classes declaration;
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Step of symbol table creation

[first-pass] In-order traverse the AST (assume you already have an AST)

1. Create classes’ symbol table

2. Create functions’ symbol table
a. Free function we don’t do any link so far
b. Member function should be linked with its class

3. Create a global table for “program” function
a. Add all classes to the global table
b. Add all free function to the global table
c. Add the program function itself to the global table
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Thanks!

Note: you are not forced to use visitor pattern, but it is recommended 
and you can get support from Prof. and TAs 
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